Permanent resolutions

Resolution Paris 6/2012 Preliminary work item (PWI)
ISO/TC 85 recommended expanding the use of PWI step by ISO/TC 85 and SC Working Groups to allow time for WG to reach to a better consensus on the scope and objectives of each project and to seek a sufficient number of experts before launching NWIPs.

Resolution Paris 7/2012 - Standards harmonization initiative
ISO/TC 85 resolved
A) to promote harmonization of national standards by encouraging their merger as ISO standards; this should allow sharing of best practices in safety and radiological protection and should improve the efficiency of the market for nuclear products and services.
B) to implement the harmonization process as follows: any P-Member may propose a national standard as a PWI as a basis for harmonization work; other members then indicate their own standards or reference documents in the same field; the concerned WG then concludes about the possibility of initiating a NWIP, on its scope and objectives. Priorities will be harmonised at Working Group and Subcommittee level and take into account inputs from liaisons with relevant international organizations.

Resolution Paris 13/2012 - ISO/TC 85 external communication
ISO/TC 85 confirmed the willingness to improve communication to stakeholders with the objectives of: a wider knowledge of ISO/TC 85 objectives, work program and existing standards. a permanent search for new experts. Communication task and efforts should be shared by all participants: P-Members delegates, experts, Conveners and Co-Conveners, Secretaries and Chairmen. Stakeholders include companies and organizations where experts are employed, national and international professional organizations, national and international professional meetings/conferences/forums.

Resolution Helsinki 9/2018 – Avoiding overlapping and contradictions with AIEA documents. According to ISO/TC 85/CAG recommendation and ISO-IAEA MoU, following discussions with IAEA, ISO/TC 85 agrees “to avoid development and publication of similar documents on a given subject of common interest. Both organizations will therefore establish procedures for avoiding the development and publication of documents that contain material which repeats, overlaps with contradicts in part or completely the material developed or published by the other party. Any overlap in the development of documents should be identified at the earliest possible stage and duplication of the work should be avoided by co-ordinated efforts of both organizations to identify the scope and coverage of each document concerned”